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Advice for Diana

Dear Diana,

As your friends, we feel that it is our Verb to give you Adjective advice before you run off and

marry Mao. Please do not get Verb - Past Participle by our words of wisdom and the tone of this letter. Trust

us, this is for your own Adjective .

One of the first things we would like for you to do is to ask yourself, "Is he really the one I Verb to

sleep with for the rest of my life?". Then move into considering if he meets your level of expectation for

Noun . Rate him between a 1-5 with 5 being "OH GOD YES!" and 1 being "He needs extreme help!". If

you rated him below a 5, we really want for you to Verb your decision to run away and Verb

him.

Seeing that you probably will not Pronoun with us, please take into account the following before you run

off...

1) Did I Verb ?

2) Did I Verb ?

3) Did I Verb my parents a Noun ?

4)



Did I wear Adjective ?

5) Did I Verb ?

Lastly, make sure you only wear a Article of Clothing , Article of Clothing and Article of Clothing

because your In-Laws will be responsible to Noun - Plural you clothes; and the more Adjective you

look the more they may Noun you and Verb you more money!

Good luck and please don't trip on the way out of the door.

Love your Friends!
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